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that the students shall not expect or receive any immediate I will give Baltimore, it is believed, in addition to its present war, and considerably greater than it was in the flush times 

pecuniary return for it. I supply, 150,000,000 gallons of water per day, with a head of of 1873. For this the farmers are chiefly indebted to the de· 

At the middle of the "first year every student (except the 1 170 feet above mean tide. velopment and perfection of the manufacturing industries of 

mechanical section) chooses some department under the ad- Those of our readers who would like to see fuller details the country--especially the West; a development traceable 

vice of the instructors, and, until his graduation, devotes ten of this great work may consult No. 19, vol. 36, of the ScIEN- mainly to the patent system, since the manufactures of the 

hours a week and the month of July, to practice in that de- TIFIC AMERICAN, and No. 135 of the SUPPLEMENT, where a West are almost exclusively based on recently patented in

partment-that is, for two and a half years. Students who sketch of the old Baltimore water works is given, together I ventions. Yet in spite of evidence like this, demagogues in 

select chemistry, work in the laboratory; the civil engineers, with a full description of the works now under way, together Congress and elsewhere have the effrontery to declare that 

at field work or problems in construction; those who select with a profile of the seven mile tunnel. the patent system should be emasculated (and the progress of 

drawing, in the drawing room; and physics, in the physical .. I • I .. manufacturing interests arrested) for the benefit of the farm-

laboratory. The mechanical section practice in the work- AN EXAJO'LE FOR YODG mvEBTO:as. ers who are oppressed and devoured by II patent monopo-

shop from the beginning of the apprentice half year, and The remark of the English builder, Mr. Frederick Smith 
lies I" 

their practice extends over the whole course of three and a 
(SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, March 29, page 202). that every-

.. • • I .. 

half years. 
in' every 

thing about the American thumb latch "proves that brains A POSSIBLE DD'ROVEDH Ilf SUGAR KAXIlI'a. 
We should be glad to see a similar institution were used when it was designed and made," calls out from A correspondent suggests the following method for 1IeCUr-

American town. an old friend of the inventor the following account of the cir- ing a portion of the sugar lost in the 118W1l treatment of sugar 
.. • • I .. 

cumstances under which the invention was made. Our cor- cane. Whether the process would prove economical on a 
THE BALTIKORE WATER WOBJ[8. • 

respondent gives the story in the words of the inventor, Mr. large scale is by no means certam. It might pay, however, 
We have given in previous numbers details of the Baltimore 

water works and the great seven mile tunnel now being bored 
through solid rock to increase the supply of water, but for 
the benefit of such of our readers who have not seen the arti
cles referred to we will state that the city of Baltimore, hav
ing found its water supply insufficient, is now engaged in con
structing an immense addition to their water works, consist
ing of a storage lake to be known as Loch Raven, about 5 
miles long, and from 500 to 1,000 feet wide, with an average 
depth of 20 feet; an immense dam at the lower end of this 
reservoir, to raise the water to a proper level; a tunnel 7 
miles long, to carry the water to a receiving reservoir, to � 
known as Lake Montebello; a drainage tunnel, 9 feet in di
ameter and 2,870 feet long, to divert from the reservoir the 
impure water of Tiffany's run and the surface drainage; and 
Clifton tunnel, 12 feet in diameter and 2.975 feet long, to 
connect Lake Montebello .with a series of six lines of 4O-inch 
cast iron pipes, whiCh carry the water to the city limits to 
connect with the city mains. 

To the politeness of Mr. R. K. Martin, the Chief Engineer 
of the WatAr Department in charge of the work, we are in
debted for further particulars of the progress of the work up 
to March 1. 

LOCH RAVEN. 

The work done on this division since our last account con
sists principally in consfructing bridges to span the ten 
streams emptying into the lake and crossing the road sur
rounding it, and in excavating the margins of the lake to 
give it the necessary depth. Of the bridges, four have been 
built during the past year of white marble in the most sub
stantial manner, which are quite ornamental in appearance, 
and Imother one was commenced in November. The greater 
portion of the excavations of the margins are now completed, 
but little remaining to be done in order to have the lake ready 
to receive the water backed up by the dam when finished. 

Blake. After telling how his previous business-the manu- to give it a trial. 

facture of tooth brushes-had proved unprofitable, Mr. .. Comminute the bagasse as it leaves the mill (by slicing, 

Blake said: cutting, or tearing), and drop the mass immediately into milk 

.. I found it was necessary to invent something. Going to of lime; leach out �ith steam of a�ut h�"O atmos�heres. 

the city of New Haven I went into a hardware store and I 
Decompose the solutIOn of sucrate of hme WIth carbomc acid 

asked the salesman to show me the worst made article of gen- gas, let settle, and decant, evaporate, etc. My reason for 

eral use. He at once handed me a Norfolk latch. I bought I bringing the (cane) juice �n contact with milk of lime!s based 

it tOOK it<bome, and in a short time made the present latch. on the fact that even as httle 88 one half per cent of bme pre-

I� the first year I I!Qld 30,000 dozen." vents the conversion of cane sugar into invert sugar, etc." 

The Blake latch was patented about 1830. Our correspon- .... I .. 

dent says that the last Norfolk latches he 'saw were being ART AS A. AlD TO DmlJlTRY. 
worked up in a rolling mill at Philadelphia in 1840. Our A mechanic working in the blacksmiths' shop of the 
correspondent adds: Phrenix Iron Company, at Phrenixville, Pa., visited the Penn-

.. That in 1879, nearly 50 years after the American latch. sylvania Museum and School of Industrial Arts in Memorial 
was patented, it should be considered a wonder by the intel- Hall, and took a fancy to the quaint and beautiful work in 
ligent Englishman, is perfectly marvelous. That the Blake wrought iron there exhibited-vines. flowers, tendrils, and 
latch has never been improved by the active American, proves leaves, wrought by hand on the anvil by the skilled smiths of 
that Mr. Smith is correct when he says brains were used in foreign lands. He not only admired them, but saw in that 
its design and construction. Having been 33 years in the sort of work the opening of a profitable industry. So at night, 
retail hardware trade, I know whereof 1 speak, and that Mr. in his own house, at a forge improvised for the occasion, he 
Smith has not overdrawn the picture, nor has he told one and his brotherworked out designs in forged iron-oak leaVell, 
half the truth. If he would take up the padlock branch, the acorns, and the like. Having finished his work, he took 
matter would be even more astonishing." specimens to the trustees of the museum, told what he could 

Our young readers will readily understand why we have do, and borrowed models for the continuance of his work. 
called this an example for young inventors. To use a com- There is already a considerable demand for such ornamental 
mon phrase, Mr. Blake wanted to make some money. Yan- iron work in the decoration of buildings, and it is safe to 
kee-like, he decided that the surest course open to him was predict for the new industry and its originators a successful 
to invent something. Even more Yankee-like, he went to and profitable development. 
work in the shrewdest possible way to find out where inven- .. ,. I .. 

tion was needed. Given something of general utility badly A Valnable lIUneraJ and m:etaUnrcteal Colleetloa. 

made, his problem was comparatively simple. He used his The American Institute of Mining Engineers lately pre-
brains, and produced something that everybody needed-for, sen ted to the Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial 
thumb latches were in every house in those days; and he did Art the large collection of metals and minerals obtained from 
his work so well that he need have no fear of rivals. foreign nations and from numerous States in this country 

But this is not the only lesson that may be drawn from this at the Centennial Exhibition. Some idea of the worth 
THE DAM simple invention. Our article might as appropriately be of the collection may be gathered from the statement of 

consists of a mass of masonry 34 feet high at its deepest part, headed" An Example for Statesmen." The Blake thumb 

I 
William W. Justice, the managing director, who says that 

nearly 500 feet long, and 65 feet thick at its base, backed by latch is a type of countless Yankee notions, which in the ag- it .. could not be duplicated to-day for *100,000, and is of iD-
165 feet of puddle clay, gravel. and riprapping. This work gregate have swelled enormously the conveniences of Ameri- estimable value to the mining and manufacturing interests 
was divided in two parts; the bed of the stream baving been I can households and the materials of American industry. of Pennsylvania." 
diverted to one side, the eastern half of the dam was then be- Their inventors, like Mr. Blake, believed it would pay to in· In this collection not only Pennsylvania and other States 
gun and is now finished. The course of the stream has again vent something. However small in itself, any invention they are represented, but also Germany, Sweden, Russia, Spain, 
been diverted, this time through a gap in the masonry of the might make could be patented and protected as property. Austria, Portugal, Italy, Belgium, England, Victoria, South 
dam, by means of a coffer dam, and the former bed is now The fee was small, and the protection fairly good. The hum- Australia, Tasmania, Queensland, Canada, Nova Scotia, 
being excavated for the foundations of the western portion blest and poorest was encouraged to invent; and we see the New Zealand, Brazil, and Mexico. Those w10 studied these 
of the dam and the gate house at the entrance to results everywhere. Under a patent law like England's, we admirable collections in 1876 will appreciate their importance 

THE TUNNEL. should still be using the Norfolk latch in its pristine clumsy to the students of the institution which has become their 

This immense work, the longest tunnel on the continent, ugliness. possessor. 

has made great progress during the past year, several of the With heavy patent fees and the systematic discouragement 

headings having met, and there remained on the 1st of March 
of small inventions-amendments(!) which short-sighted poli

only 3,321 feet (or about one eleventh of the entire length) to ticians would like to impose upon our patent system-not 

be driven. when the tunnel will be pierced from end to end, only the thumb latch order of invention, but much that ranks 

which it is believed will be done by next autumn. In six di- above it, would be wiped out. Not even the Senator from 

visions out of the sixteen into which the tunnel is divided by 
Minnesota or the attorney of the Western Railway Associa

the shafts, the headings have met, and there are several 
tion would dare assert that such a result would prove ad· 

others where they soon will meet. The greatest difficulty 
vantageous to the country, however hard they may covertly 

.... .. 

appears to be between shafts 1 and 2, where the tunnel runs 
through limestone rock, through the fissures of which the 
water from a stream called Mine Run enters the tunnel in 
large quantities, and has driven the workmen out of the tun
nel several times. There remained on March 1st, 1,290 feet 
of this portion of the tunnel to be driven, which is about 
three times as much as in the most backward of the remain
ing divisions. The total expenditure on the tunnel to March 
1 has been *1,141,624.50. The next section of the work is 

LAKE MONTEBELLO, 

on which good progress ha.� been made. The filling in of 
the bottom of the lake has been completed, and the embank· 
ments at the eastern and western ends of the lake are advanc
ing toward �ompletion. The gate house is finished to within 
a few feet of the top of the embankment or road surrounding 
the lake. 

THE CLIFTON 'rUNNEL 

was completed and arched up during the past year. This 
tunnel, being driven through soft material of the very worst 
kind for tunneling, gave the engineers and contractor con
siderable trouble, and much praise is due them for the suc
ceasful manner in which the work was prosecuted to its tlnal 
completion. This tunnel for its whole length had to be lined 
witli brickwork, but the main tunnel was mostly through 
solid rock, requiring arching only in places. 

From this it will be seen that the new water works are he
ing pushed rapidly toward completion. When finished they 

work for its realization. 
. . . .. . 

GOOD TIDB FOR J.DJlICAB J'AltXE'R8. 
A citizen of Carrollton, Mo., sends to the E1Jening Po.t 

the following comparison of the prices of staple articles in 
thllt part of the country, as they are now, as they were before 
the war, and again at the height of .. flush" times: 

WHAT WESTERN FARMERB BELL. 

1860. 1873. 
Com. per bbl..... ••• •••• • ••••••••• • •  $1.00 $1.00 
Wheat. per bush.... •••••.• .. • . • . ••• 75 1.111 Beef, per ewt . ........ . . ............. .. 2.00 4.00 
Pork. per ewt . ........... .......... .... 2.00 8.211 
Wool. per lh.... . ....... .... ... .  • • • .  •• . 80 4Ii 
Bntter. per lb . .. ................ ••••• 10 20 
E�s. per doz . . .. . • • • .  .. .• . • • •  • . .  .•. 8 20 Bean., .r.:;rbnsh ........................ 1.00 1.75 Dry hi eo. per lb. ..•••• • •••• •••• ...... 10 16 
Green hideB, per lb....... .... .... ..... 4 7 

f7.86 

W1IAT FARMERS BUY. 

Plows, each ....••.•.•.•••.... . . . . .  $10.00 
W:'!ons, each ..••••••..•. ••••. ...• 90.00 
Spa "", each....................... 1.211 
Axes, each . •.•• .••• • ............ VIII 
Salt, per bbl.. •. ••• ........ ....... . 8.00 
Coffee, perlb.... •••• .... ..... • • • • •• 20 
Sugar. per lb.... . • •• ......... .... .. 12 
BoOts, per pair.... • ••••• .......... 4.00 
Calico, per yard.... ............ ••• 12 
Jeane, per yard. ••• •••. ... . ......... 75 

$tUB 

$18.00 
90.00 

1.00 
1.40 
11.75 

80 
14 

11.00 
10 
75 

1879. 
$1.25 

86 
1I.1iO 
8.00 

22 
10 
8 

1.06 
10 

II� 

$10.20� 

$ 9.00 
60.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.75 

20 
10 

a.w 
7% !iO 

$110.89 1116.44 rn.� 
From these figures it appears that the purchasing power of 

farm products is now nearly douhle what it w8l' before -the 
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The C1nelnnatl Indn.trlal Expo. l&lon. 

Cincinnati is making great preparations for an exhibition 
of the industrial and fine arts next fall. Two large wings 
are to be added to the Springer Music Hall for the purpose 
of the exhibition, making the building four hundred feet 
square. The grounds for the extra buildings have been 
donated by the city, and already about *1,000,000 have been 
contributed to insure the success of the enterprise. The 
loans already secured for the fine art department promill4t to 
make the exhibition equal, if not superior, to anything" of 
the sort thus far held in this country. 

.... ., 

A snan tbat Woold not Starve. 

An Egyptian deser� snail was received at the British Mu
seum on March 25, 1846. The animal was not known to be 
alive, as it had wUhdrawn into its shell, and the specimen was 
accordingly gummed, mouth downward, on to a tablet, duly 
labeled and dated, and left to its fate. Instead of starving, 
this contented gasteropod simply went to sleep in a quiet 
way, and never woke up again for four years. The tablet 
was then placed in tepid water and the shell loosened, when 
the dormant snail suddenly resuscitated himself, began 
walking about the basin, and finally sat for his portrait, 
which may be seen of life-size in Mr. Woodward's" Manual 
of the Mollusca." Now, during those four years the snail 
had never eaten a mouthful of any food, yet he was quite as 
well and flourishing at the end of the period as he had been 
at its beginning. 

.. f •• ., 

A Lon" Lived Brewer,.. 

One of the oldest breweries In the world Is that of Dobrau, 
near Pilsen, in Austria. It was founded in 1878, when i' 
had granted to it a prescriptive right to brew .. old" and 
.. white" beers. The five hundredth anniversary of the es
tablishment of this brewery was lately celebrated. 
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